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Abstract

Investor’s irrationality is an inevitable truth that has been over and over highlighted by using researchers
[1]. Consequently, this look at is any other effort to assess the role of behavioral biases in financial choice
making in Pakistan Stock Alternate (PSX). A survey questionnaire is designed and used to acquire responses the use of convenience sampling approach from pattern of 184 investor of PSX. Behavioral biases encompass overconfidence, anchoring, disposition, representativeness and availability bias impact of traders. Multiple regression models are used to check impact of five behavioral biases on investment decision.
We want to test whether or not those biases overconfidence, anchoring, disposition, representativeness
and availability bias effect have significant effective impact on investment decision or not. Primarily based
on effects we conclude that whether or not there are lots of adjustments in investment decision is because
of behavioral biases. This look at will help financial advisors to better recommendation their customers.
The only way to reduce these biases can be education and education of traders.
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Research Objectives
This study objectives to accomplish the following objective:

Understand analyze and test the Anchoring Bias, Disposition Bias, Representativeness
Bias, Over-Confidence Bias and Availability Bias experienced by investors in financial markets,
and the Pakistan stock exchange in particular. Identify which biases are most affecting the
decision-making of investor.

Introduction

Research background
Financial decision making is crucial decision by an organization it deals with allocation of
funds for investment decisions in order to develop an optimum capital structure. There are
various psychological influences that affect those financial decisions outcomes. In financial
market investors behavioral study plays a key aspect on that outcome. Discussing the innate
instinct of decision in our institutions and feeling that’s how it works in actual market for
investors to outweigh the great risks like trading bulk of good base on their past experiences
and to buy stock without any concern to its fundamental value all because of these irrational
behavioral instincts that could only be satisfactory to their subjective investment choices. The
concept of rationality is based on two concepts, namely, the “A rule of rationality” and “the act of
rationality.” For the former, a person uses a behavior that increases expected expenditure and
in the latter one, investors choose to act in manner that will result in maximization of profits.
As a human being we have our rational and irrational decisions that have its own cognitive
limitations, investments decisions always have some risks and uncertainty. While traditional
finances take people to measure and improve Their financial choices, moral finance consists of
the importance of what traders ought to do and integrates traditional monetary foundations
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with what human beings do in phrases of their investment decisions
[2-8]. Behavioral finance encompasses social thinking, finances,
investing and finance. This study helps to identify investor’s
personalities, risk and enhance skill set of investment advisors to
provide assistance for finance managers, financial advisory and
risk management. This study helps the investors in investment
decisions lease on comprehensive perceptive. This study helps the
organization securing financial strength. This study significantly
gives an insight to financial advisors about behavioral biases
concisely. This study shed the light an importance of investor’s
behavioral biases on financial decision making (Table 1).
Table 1: Respondent profile.
Demographic Factors

Frequency

Percentage

18 -24

04

2.2

30 - 34

34

18.4

Gender

93

50.6

Male

184

100

Primary Education

0

0

Graduate

111

60.4

PHD

1

0.5

Age

25 - 29
35 – 39

Over 40 Years
Female

Education

High School
Masters

Profession
Business

12
41

0
0

72
0

6.5

22.3

0
0

39.1
0

Salaried

184

100

Less than 02 years

63

34.3

6 - 10 years

45

24.4

Experience
3 -5 years

11 - 15 years

More than 15 years

Methods & Materials

25
45
06

13.6
24.4
3.3

Our expected researched design was that we used surveyed
questionnaire to collected response from investors who had enlisted
in pakistan stock exchange and having experience of trading in
terms of company’s stock. We used quantitative method of data
analysis to analyze data. We took response from 184 respondents
[9-15]. After collecting data from respondents, we checked its
reliability through cronbach’s alpha, the value of cronbach’s alpha
lied from 0. 70 to 0. 90 it was considered as an acceptable, also
taking 5% significant leveled with 95% confidence level. The time
period for data collection was 1-2 months and all data was then
analysed on SPSS version 21.
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Results and Findings
To analyze the relationship among behavioral biases and
investment selection making, correlation and regression evaluation
method is used.

Validity and reliability

In order to соnfirm the validity of questiоnnаire we first did рilоt
have a look at, in which 184 resроndent’s statistics was analyzed
and to сheсok the reliability of the dаtа we аррlied сrоnbасh’s
аlрhа. The reliability analysis showed the value of сrоnbасh’s аlрhа
(α), which needs to be greater than or equal to 0.6 to соnсlude the
reliability of the survey questiоnnаire [16-20].

Reliability statistics

In SPSS version 21 we checked the Reliability whether we
collect data from respondents were accurate or not [21-25]. The
method used to check the reliability by means of finding the cost of
cronbach’s alpha. The cronbach’s alpha should be greater than 0.6.
The information above endorse that we’ve 184 responses from each
male and lady in regard to age, gender, education, profession and
experience. The facts above suggests that the value of cronbach’s
alpha is 0.861, which is greater than 0.6 so our data become reliable.

Conclusion

Behavioral biases lead to misguided pricing of securities in the
stock market in a predictable way. This take a look at attempts to
decide the position of behavioral biases within the type of investment
selection of an investor within the Pakistan stock exchange. In
accordance to standard monetary theories, buyers make rational
choices by acquiring all the facts to be had in the market however
economic behavior idea opposes the concept of traditional concept
due to psychological factors and their effect on selection making in
commercial enterprise. The consequences of our study recommend
that a variable over confidence bias from five impartial variables
has a tremendous effect on investment selections. At the same
time as different variables have no massive impact on investment
selection making. The findings from the study will help discover the
effect of behavioral biases found in economic markets and try to
reduce the ones biases and make rational selections when investing
in stocks for people as well as establishments, which traditional
theories tells. In addition, the observe will also assist the regulatory
authority of the market to broaden such rules to keep away from
the ones behavioral biases. For this reason this has a look at may
also help researchers and scholars to discover new things in
investor conduct and their impact on selection making inside
the inventory marketplace. Behavioral finance is a rising subject
in this period and there’s nevertheless a need to discover many
possible matters that we couldn’t explore in our have a look at due
to boundaries. This studies is limited to Pakistan inventory trade
simplest. Outcomes can also vary if research is carried out from all
Pakistan stock markets. Due to the fact there are many investment
kinds and economic selection making kinds that also can have an
effect on the outcomes. Moreover the pattern we have taken in our
take a look at is very small in wide variety, which may additionally
Copyright © Tamoor Ali Sidhu
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have an effect on our results. Many buyers invest large cash inside
the inventory marketplace to earn huge profits in a very quick time
period, so behavioral biases impact their behavior and investor
selection with the aid of these psychological elements. Behavioral
biases in financial decision making are recognized for their
irrational conduct of buyers, so such behavior can motive severe
issues such as loss of social welfare of traders. When you consider
that absolutely everyone could be very a good deal depending on
money nowadays, monetary decisions are very complex decisions
that human beings have ever made in their lives, and bad financial
decisions can ruin human and social life. So we ought to make
efforts to reduce the ones biases. There can be many approaches
to assist traders make rational financial decision, along with
teaching buyers and supplying them training. It is a commonplace
phenomenon that many investors who are not so educated can
spend money on rumors and recommendation on other traders
in place of on their personal research and technical evaluation.
Studies culture must be promoted and extra investors have to gain
knowledge of in technical analysis with a view to increase their
knowledge in this discipline and make rational selections in place
of irrational selections [26-29].

Recommendations

Sample size and restricted geographical vicinity are primary
obstacles of this observe. On the basis of most effective 184 investor
we can’t generalize the results to complete Pakistan. As one-of-akind investors are having specific options, so information from
huge sample may have given better effects. So if we boom the
sample size then we will improve our effects. Individual investors
seek for knowledge from their fund managers before they commit
money in particular stocks so that they put money in stocks that
are likely to yield returns as opposed to random walk. The PSX
should also initiate investor education programs for potential and
existing investors so they understand the happenings in the stock
exchange which would guide proper investment. We will get facts
from greater relevant people, who’re certainly handling investment
selections including agents, individual buyers, fund managers and
so forth.

Limitations of the study

The research is limited to Pakistan and Pakistan stock
exchange. The investor criteria include buyers, individual investors
and fund managers. The sample size of our research is based on
200 investors. The research study is considering the data of only
08 years because consequential limitation we faced during this
research completion is due to COVID-19 as many of the investors
refused to talk to us and some of them were waiting for their COVID
result reports, others were in period of isolation or home bound so
it was very difficult to reach the target data hence the duration of
research completion was also affected.
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